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Abstract—Delay tolerant networks can facilitate communica-
tion in the aftermath of disasters and emergency situations.
However, the routing of messages between the nodes in such
sparsely connected networks could be challenging. There have
been many algorithms proposed to increase the delivery like-
lihood of messages while staying in the limitations of such
challenged environments. In almost all of these studies, the
routing problem has been considered between a source and
destination pair. However, the communication between different
source-destination pairs may be correlated and the delivery
of one message may trigger another message routing process
(e.g., a response back or separate message to another node).
In this paper, we study such a cascaded delivery process in delay
tolerant networks, in which there is a chain of source-destination
pairs that are connected in terms of their message generation.
We utilize a multi-copy based routing scheme and propose
integrating in-network computing at relay nodes in order to
achieve an efficient routing scheme with increased delivery ratio
and reduced delay without increasing the number of message
forwardings. Moreover, to address the potential privacy issues,
we also utilize homomorphic encryption based computations. We
evaluate the proposed scheme via simulations and show that it can
improve the routing performance without releasing the content
of intermediate messages to unintended destinations.

Index Terms—Delay tolerant networks, routing protocol, cas-
caded delivery, efficiency, homomorphic encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) were originally proposed

for building a communication infrastructure for interplanetary

Internet. Yet, within the last two decades (starting mostly with

the seminal talk by Kevin Fall [1]), the academic and industrial

wireless community has recognized the DTNs’ potential and

performed extensive research on the topic. Moreover, Delay

Tolerant Networking (DTN)1 has grown as new network

applications such as mobile social networks and vehicular

DTNs, where intermittent connectivity is considered the norm

unlike the traditional always-connected networking paradigms.

DTNs consist of sparsely connected nodes which can only

communicate intermittently. This makes the network suffer

from frequent partitions and creates a challenged environment

for the delivery of a message from a source to a destination

node. Due to the uncertainty in nodal mobility, DTN routing

algorithms usually adopt an opportunistic and multiple copy

based routing strategy. That is, when nodes come to the

1We will use the acronym DTN to express ‘Delay Tolerant Networking’ or
‘Delay Tolerant Network’ interchangeably.
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Fig. 1: An example of cascaded delivery with two destinations.

Once a message, m1, from source node S to the first destina-

tion D1 is delivered, the routing of a next message, m2, from

D1 to the next destination D2 starts.

transmission range of each other, they forward a copy of their

messages to the other nodes to increase the delivery likelihood.

While a complete flooding-based approach (i.e., copying to

every node met) can potentially yield the optimal delivery, it

causes a huge overhead and most of the time due to the limited

buffer space at nodes, the actual delivery ratio becomes too

low. Thus, approaches that limit the copying [2]–[4] have been

adopted in several DTN routing designs. Moreover, copying

decision is either determined randomly or probabilistically [5]

depending on the characteristics of the interactions between

the nodes. For example, in ‘social’ DTNs, where the nodes

are carried by people (e.g., mobile social networks), the

social relations between people have been analyzed to design

efficient copy-based routing algorithms [6]–[9].

Despite the variety of the studies [10] for routing of

messages in DTNs, the problem most of the time has been

considered between a source node and a destination node, or

with multiple destinations in case of multicasting [11]. In other

words, communication needs between different pairs of nodes

in the network have usually been handled independently from

each other and the same routing algorithm has been utilized

for each source-destination pair. However, the nodes in a DTN

may communicate sequentially (e.g., query-response style) and

the communication needs between different pairs might de-

pend on each other. We call this process as cascaded delivery

and illustrate an example scenario with two destinations in

Fig. 1. Source node S first needs to deliver its message, m1,
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Fig. 2: Joint delivery: The source node S and the intermediate

destination D1 in the cascaded route send their messages and

necessary information directly to the final destination (D2) for

computation of final message content at D2.

to the first destination (D1). It uses two relay nodes (r1, r2)

through this process and delivery happens via r2 at time t1.

Once D1 receives this message, it generates a new message,

m2, and aims a delivery through new relays r3 and r4 (which

can be r1 or r2). Delivery happens by one of the carriers of

the message copy, i.e., r3, at time t2.

A cascaded delivery process, as in Fig. 1, can happen

naturally in different real life scenarios. Consider a DTN

scenario in the aftermath of a disaster, where a victim first

needs to send a message to the rescue team leader. Then, this

leader needs to process it, merge with its own knowledge and

send it to say a local rescue officer which is the closest to the

victim and can provide the help with minimum delay. Such a

cascaded delivery may also be applicable for data collection or

information update purposes. A message created by a source

node may need to arrive at different nodes to collect their

updates and come back to the source node. This may need

to happen in a sequential manner in order to be cost efficient

as well as to benefit intermediate destinations from already

collected updates. This makes the communication between

different source-destination pairs correlated and can benefit

from new routing strategies exploiting this correlation, since

independent handling of the delivery of each message may

result in waste of resources and low delivery ratios at the final

destination.

One way to speed up the delivery at the final destination

could be starting the routing process simultaneously at all

source nodes by targeting the same final destination and

making the necessary computations at that node2. We call

this approach joint delivery and illustrate it in Fig. 2. Both

S and D1 start the routing process at time t0 with their own

relays and once the final destination, D2, receives both of these

messages, it can generate the final message by performing

necessary computations on them. Note that the actual message

2Note that this will require D1 know when S has started the routing of
m1. This could be achieved easily in a pre-scheduled delivery (e.g., at every
hour) or a long range radio could be used for just notification.
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Fig. 3: In-network-computed (INC) delivery: The source S and

intermediate destination D1 distribute a copy of their messages

to the relay nodes in the network and the computation of final

message content happens at relay nodes. Final destination, D2,

then receives one of the computed final message content from

any of these relays.

required to be delivered to D2 is m2 and it would normally

be computed by the first destination, D1, with the delivery of

m1 created by source S. Thus, D1 will only be able to deliver

the additional information required to perform the computation

(this is indicated by dashed circle) to D2. In Fig. 2, the delivery

of m1 to D2 happens earlier than the delivery of required

additional information from D1. However, the other order is

also possible, and in either case the computation is possible

only after both messages are delivered to D2. While this joint

delivery process can speed up the delivery, it comes with

other challenges. First of all, the cascaded delivery process

has not been optimized in terms of the routing cost and

the delivery of each message is handled independently. The

originating nodes (S, D1) for each message still distribute the

same number of copies of their message to the relays without

benefiting from each other. Moreover, the information from

all originating nodes is unnecessarily provided to the final

destination, which may also create a privacy concern by the

intermediate destination nodes. Note that we want to make the

content of each message known to its specific destination only

(e.g., m1 by D1, m2 by D2). If this was not the concern,

network coding based solutions (e.g., [12], [13]) could be

used to deliver each individual content from all originating

nodes to the destination.

To this end, we propose to integrate in-network computing

at relay nodes which will meet with each other earlier than

their meeting with destination nodes. We call this process In-

network computed (INC) delivery and illustrate it in Fig.3.

Both of the message originators, S and D1, start the routing

at time t0 as in the case of joint delivery but let their relays

interact with each other and perform necessary computations

earlier than it is performed at the final destination in the

joint delivery case. For example, r4 carrying a copy of m2

interacts with r2 which has a copy of m1 at time t1 and a

message exchange occurs between each other. This enables



them to compute the actual message content that has to

be delivered to the final destination. Similarly, r4 interacts

with r3 at time t2 and shares m1 with it as it has already

the additional information needed from D1. While this in-

network interaction and computing of relay nodes facilitate the

cascaded delivery process, it comes with some challenges. As

relay nodes exchange messages (mutually or one directional),

the cost of the routing algorithm (i.e., number of forwardings)

increases. One way to mitigate that problem is to let the

message originating nodes use smaller number of relay nodes,

leaving room for additional message exchanges between relays

without increasing the overall delivery cost. On the other hand,

this smaller relay usage may degrade the expected delivery

performance. This trade-off then rises the question “Is it

possible to tune up the algorithm’s relay counts to achieve an

increase in the delivery rate at the final destination without

increasing the cost?” In this paper, we mainly aim to find

an answer to this question. Additionally, it is possible that

the cascaded delivery process might include sensitive data

and each source-destination pair may not want their message

content known by other nodes in the network. As the proposed

INC-delivery process may let the relay nodes learn other

message contents, we propose to exploit a homomorphic-based

computation during this routing process.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss

the related work in Section II. In Section III, we describe the

details of the proposed solution. In Section IV, we provide our

initial simulation results and finally, we conclude the paper and

outline future work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature of DTN routing algorithms, only a few of

the studies have considered sequential or cascaded delivery

process, but for different situations. For example, in [14],

sequential packet delivery is considered for the routing of

multiple packets generated at the same source headed to the

same destination. It is assumed that the nodes in the network

has a buffer space of one message and epidemic routing is used

for delivery. Thus, when an intermediate node receives the

next generated packet, it drops the previous one, reducing the

delivery probability. It has been shown that network coding can

improve the delivery probability in such a sequential packet

delivery scenario. However, in this scenario, there is still one

source and one destination. In another work [15], sequential

delivery concept is also used for different chunks of a single

message from a single source to a single destination as well.

There is a large set of studies [12], [13], [16]–[18] that

use network coding to optimize the process of delivery of

multiple messages generated at different source nodes to

the same destination node. The messages are combined at

the relay nodes using different coding schemes (e.g., linear

coding [17], erasure coding [13], fountain codes [18]) and

the destination could derive all the individual messages after

collecting sufficient amount of these coded messages. These

solutions will not help here as we want the content of each

specific message known by only its own destination.

In this paper, we study a different cascaded delivery sce-

nario, that happens in a chain of source destination pairs with

the ultimate goal of delivering a final message to a final

destination but the generation of this message depends on

the previous messages delivered to previous destination nodes.

The final destination node is also only interested in the final

message content and should not know the content of previous

messages used to derive the final message. To the best of

our knowledge, such a privacy-preserving cascaded delivery

scenario has not been studied before in a holistic manner even

though it can naturally appear in practice as exampled earlier.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The main goal of this study is to integrate in-network

computing for a cascaded delivery task in a chain of source

destination pairs in delay tolerant challenged environments. To

this end, we first model the problem for a multi-copy based

routing algorithm and elaborate on the proposed design.

A. System Model

We assume a DTN with N nodes. For the routing of mes-

sages, we assume that a simple multi-copy routing algorithm

such as Spray and Wait [2] is used. There is a source node

that sends the first message and there are k different sequential

destinations for the delivery task, 〈S,D1, D2 . . . Dk〉. The ith
destination is denoted by Di and the message that has to

be delivered to Di is denoted by mi. Each destination Di

uses a function Fi to generate the next message mi+1 that

needs to be delivered to the next destination Di+1 using its

own information si and the message received from previous

destination (or the source node for D1). That is:

mi+1 = Fi(mi, si) ∀i ∈ [1, k − 1]. (1)

For simplicity, we assume that Fi(mi, si) is in the form αmi+
βsi, which covers quite a good range of possible operations.

For example, for a cascaded delivery aiming aggregation of

data collected from other nodes in a sequence, α = 1, β = 1.

The delivery of a message mi between its corresponding

source and destination node pair (i.e., 〈S,D1〉 for i = 1 and

〈Di, Di+1〉∀i ∈ [1, k−1]) can be modeled using the intermeet-

ing time relations between the DTN nodes. We assume that the

intermeeting time is exponentially distributed with intensity

λ, which is the inverse of the expected intermeeting time.

This is a common assumption made for modeling delivery

in DTNs [2], [3], [5] and analysis of real DTN traces supports

it.

Let Xk denote the random variable showing the delivery

likelihood (at the final destination) in a cascaded delivery pro-

cess with k destinations. The CDF of this delivery probability

by time t, FXk
(x = t), can be calculated by:

FXk
(x = t) =

∫ t

t1=0

∫ t−t1

t2=0

. . .

∫ t−
∑

k−1

i=0
ti

tk=0

λke−λ
∑

k

i=0
ti

Here, each ti represents the delivery time for message mi,

which has a probability density function (pdf) of λe−λti for
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Fig. 4: Packet delivery ratios in cascaded (sequential) delivery

with different number of destinations.

a delivery at time ti. This set of integrals then gives us the

following:

FXk
(x = t) = 1− e−λt

(

k−1
∑

i=0

(λt)i

i!

)

For example, with k = 2, this formula becomes 1− e−λt(1+
λt). Note that as k → ∞, the last part in parenthesis becomes

the Taylor series expansion of eλt, which makes FXk
→ 0.

In Fig. 4, we show the comparison of F (Xk) for different

k values. We also verified these with simulations using the

settings that will be described later in Section IV.

On the other hand, if the routing process have started from

each originating node simultaneously (i.e., joint delivery),

the final expected message could be performed at the final

destination. Let Yk denote the random variable showing the

delivery likelihood of all messages at the final destination Dk

in a joint delivery process with k destinations (and also k
corresponding originating nodes). The CDF of this delivery

probability by time t, FYk
(y = t), can be calculated by:

FYk
(y = t) =

∫ t

t1=0

∫ t

t2=0

. . .

∫ t

tk=0

λke−λ
∑

k

i=0
ti

=
(

1− e−λt
)k

In Fig. 5, we show the comparison of FXk
and FYk

at a

fixed time unit (t = 300) up to k = 8 destinations. These

results are also verified with simulations. As the graph shows,

the gap between two delivery methods increases with more

destinations. While the joint delivery process is better, it comes

with the cost of exposing the content of the each individual

message to the destination, which may not be desired in

practice. Thus, the goal of the proposed scheme is to obtain a

delivery ratio as close as possible to the delivery ratio of joint

delivery process while preventing the unintended destinations

obtain the content of other messages.

B. Secure and Efficient Cascaded Delivery

The goal of the proposed cascaded delivery process is to let

the destination receive the final message without knowing the

contents of the other previous messages in the cascade. To this
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Fig. 5: Impact of destination count in the packet delivery ratios

of cascaded (sequential) and joint delivery at 300 time units.

end, we want to benefit from simultaneous start of delivery

process as in the aforementioned joint delivery process, but

encrypt each message such that it will not be decryptable by

untargeted destinations. On the other hand, the final destination

should be able to use these encrypted messages to obtain the

final message in plaintext, without knowing the content of each

individual previous message.

We propose to use homomorphic encryption (HE) which al-

lows computation (e.g., addition, multiplication) on ciphertexts

such that when the generated encrypted result is decrypted, it

matches the result of the operations as if they had been per-

formed on the plaintext. This decryptability property enables

the relay nodes to do some in-network computations earlier

than they would normally be performed at their destinations

and without knowing the actual contents of the messages.

There are two main approaches for homomorphic encryption

methods: Partially Homomorphic Encryption (PHE) and Fully

Homomorphic Encryption (FHE). While the former can only

support one of these operations (i.e., addition or multiplication)

on the ciphertext, the latter supports both addition and multi-

plication. However, FHE is much slower than PHE and it could

take very long to decrypt a message in a real application [19].

Therefore, we use one of the simple and efficient PHE methods

available, called Palliers cryptosystem [20]. In Paillier’s system

when the ciphertexts of two different plaintexts are multiplied,

the ciphertext of the addition of two actual plaintexts could be

obtained. Moreover, with exponentiation of a ciphertext with

another plaintext, the ciphertext of the multiplication of the

plaintexts could be obtained. In other words, the following

equations could be achieved:

E(a).E(b) = E(a+ b) (2)

E(a)b = E(ab) (3)

where E(a) stands for ciphertext of a.

In Paillier’s system, the encryption key is defined with a

tuple (n, g) and the decryption is defined with another one

(ν, γ). These are computed based on two large prime numbers

p and q with same bit length as follows:

n = pq, g = (n+ 1), ν = (p− 1)(q − 1)

γ = (ν mod n2)−1 mod n.



The encryption (E(a)) and decryption (D(a)) operations are

then computed as:

E(a) = garn (mod n2)

D(a) = G((E(a))ν mod n2).γ(mod n)

where r is a randomly selected integer ∈ (Z)n and G(u) =
(u− 1)/n. Note that these encryption and decryption compu-

tations satisfy both (2) and (3).

In the proposed scheme, each originating node encrypts their

own message using the final destination’s public encryption

keys (which are assumed to be known by the nodes in the

network) and gives a copy of this ciphertext to the relay

nodes. The relay nodes, that meet with other relay nodes

carrying the ciphertexts of other messages, exchange the miss-

ing ciphertexts with each other and synchronize themselves in

terms of stored ciphertexts. Once a relay node has collected

all the necessary ciphertexts to compute the final message

and meets with the final destination, it first computes the

final message and forwards it to the final destination. For

example, for a cascaded delivery with two destinations, a

relay node having E(m1) and E(s1), performs the following

homomorphic operations to get E(m2).

E(m2) = E(αm1 + βs1) = (E(m1))
α
. (E(s1))

β

The final destination then decrypts the ciphertext and obtains

the raw data. This process does not allow relay nodes see

the content of any other node’s specific information (e.g., si).
Similarly, the destination can only obtain what it needs from

the relay nodes.

A relay node waits until all the necessary messages needed

to compute the final message. For example, in a cascaded

delivery with k = 3, if a relay with E(m1) meets with

another relay with E(s2), it stores E(s2) and waits for meeting

with another relay that can provide E(s1), then performs the

necessary computations to get E(m3), which is the message

for the final destination. If the relay node with a subset of other

messages meets with the final destination, it does not provide

any message to it as the final computation cannot be performed

due to missing messages. In fact, in some cases (e.g., with

α = 1 and β = 1), relays with a subset of messages not in the

required sequence could provide a ciphertext of these messages

and let the destination compute the rest. For example, in a

cascaded delivery with k = 4, if one relay provides E(m1+s2)
and the other relay provides E(s1 + s3), D4 could obtain

E(m4) by multiplication. However, this should not cause any

information leakage to the final destination node. Thus, this

process has to be performed very carefully and relays should

not provide a ciphertext which has common messages as this

can cause decryption of some individual messages at the final

destination.

In the proposed INC delivery process, the selection of

relay count is also critical as we want to keep the cost of

routing (i.e., number of message forwardings) similar or less

than the cost of sequential or joint delivery. Let L denote

the number of relay nodes (including the originating node)

that will be used for the routing of each message between

each source destination pair, the cost of sequential or joint

delivery for delivered packets converges to Lk (which includes

forwarding of copies to the relay nodes and one forwarding to

the corresponding destination), in a cascaded delivery with k
destinations. In the proposed scheme, as relays interact with

each other and synchronize in terms of all needed messages,

each source or originating node should copy their content to

at most L/k relay nodes and let these relay nodes interact

with each other to collect all necessary information for final

message computation. This will ensure that, if the delivery to

the final destination does not happen early, at most the same

number of forwardings will be made. Some relays will have

computed final message earlier and delivery will happen if

they meet the final destination before other relays collect all

the information, yielding a smaller cost.

IV. SIMULATIONS

To evaluate the proposed scheme, we simulated a DTN with

100 nodes moving in an area of 300×300 m2. The mobility

of nodes is determined by random walk mobility model. That

is, first a random direction is selected between [0, 2π] and

a random speed is assigned in range of [4, 13] m/s. Then,

the node moves in that direction with the assigned speed for

a randomly selected duration of [8, 15] s. When the nodes

arrive the region boundaries, they are bounced back with the

same angle. The wireless transmission range of the nodes is

set to 10 m, and if they are in range of other nodes, they are

assumed to exchange messages between each other.

We used a cascaded delivery scenario with k = 3 desti-

nations. For sequential and joint delivery, we used L = 5
relays (including the originating nodes) for each message.

For the proposed INC delivery, we used ⌈5/3⌉ = 2 relays.

This means each originating node makes only 1 additional

copy of its message, and we let that relay and the originating

node interact with other message relays to synchronize their

contents. For the PHE calculations, we used 1024-bit primes

for p and q defined in the Paillier cryptosystem. With these

settings, homomorphic operations take less than 10 ms on a

computer with 2.5 Ghz.

We measured the average packet delivery ratio, delay and

the number of message forwardings for each delivered packet.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the comparison of average delivery

ratios and delay for the three routing approaches: INC de-

livery, joint delivery, and sequential delivery. The proposed

INC delivery scheme achieves much better delivery ratio

and less delay compared to sequential delivery. Moreover,

it can achieve as high delivery ratio as joint delivery if the

delivery deadline (or time-to-live (TTL) of the messages)

is high enough. The joint delivery releases the content of

the individual messages to the final destination, and thus is

not desired. INC delivery avoids that problem and achieves

comparably similar high delivery ratio. The cost of all three

algorithms were around 15 forwardings. Thus, INC delivery

provides, at short delivery deadlines (TTL < 200 s), a practical

tradeoff by attaining a privacy-preserving delivery ratio close
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Fig. 6: Average message delivery ratio of In-Network Com-

puted (INC), joint and sequential delivery in a cascaded

delivery scenario with k = 3 destinations.
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Fig. 7: Average delivery delay comparison of all algorithms.

to the ideal method of joint delivery while causing a minimal

additional delivery delay due to the in network computing.

At large delivery deadlines (TTL > 350 s), which is more

prominent in DTNs), INC attains better delivery ratio while

keeping the delivery delay close to the joint delivery.

V. CONCLUSION

We studied the cascaded delivery problem in a chain of

source destination pairs. We proposed an efficient and secure

cascaded delivery process using the in-network interaction of

relay nodes and computing the content of the final message at

relay nodes exploiting the benefits of homomorphic encryp-

tion. Our initial results showed the potential for achieving

higher delivery ratio while preserving privacy of earlier mes-

sages in the cascade chain, i.e., without releasing the messages

earlier in the chain to the final destination but only the final

message.

In future work, we will look at the results with different

settings, such as different number of destinations and het-

erogeneous node relations. We will also apply the proposed

idea in social-based routing algorithms [7], [9] for better

cascaded delivery performance. We assumed that the ids of all

destinations are known in advance. However, in practice the

decision of next destination could be performed at previous

destination based on the content of the received message. For

example, depending on the emergency situation report from

the victim, the request may be directed to the agents providing

different service in the area. In future work, we will look at

this problem as well.
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